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S U M M A R Y
In this paper, an underground experiment at the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) is de-
scribed. Main goal is optimizing geothermal heat exchange in crystalline rock mass at depth
by multistage hydraulic fracturing with minimal impact on the environment, that is, seismic
events. For this, three arrays with acoustic emission, microseismicity and electromagnetic
sensors are installed mapping hydraulic fracture initiation and growth. Fractures are driven
by three different water injection schemes (continuous, progressive and pulse pressurization).
After a brief review of hydraulic fracture operations in crystalline rock mass at mine scale,
the site geology and the stress conditions at Äspö HRL are described. Then, the continuous,
single-flow rate and alternative, multiple-flow rate fracture breakdown tests in a horizontal
borehole at depth level 410 m are described together with the monitoring networks and sen-
sitivity. Monitoring results include the primary catalogue of acoustic emission hypocentres
obtained from four hydraulic fractures with the in situ trigger and localizing network. The
continuous versus alternative water injection schemes are discussed in terms of the fracture
breakdown pressure, the fracture pattern from impression packer result and the monitoring at
the arrays. An example of multistage hydraulic fracturing with several phases of opening and
closing of fracture walls is evaluated using data from acoustic emissions, seismic broad-band
recordings and electromagnetic signal response. Based on our limited amount of in situ tests
(six) and evaluation of three tests in Ävrö granodiorite, in the multiple-flow rate test with
progressively increasing target pressure, the acoustic emission activity starts at a later stage
in the fracturing process compared to the conventional fracturing case with continuous water
injection. In tendency, also the total number and magnitude of acoustic events are found to be
smaller in the progressive treatment with frequent phases of depressurization.

Key words: Geomechanics; Fracture and flow; Broad-band seismometers.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a technique in which a fluid (e.g. water)
is injected into a borehole at high pressure in order to induce frac-
tures into the surrounding rocks. This operation is a key mechanism
to increase the permeability of rock, to enhance fluid productivity of
tight rock and, therefore, to improve energy extraction in geother-
mal and hydrocarbon exploitation. HF for enhanced geothermal
systems, shale gas and conventional oil and gas extraction has be-
come a major research and engineering topic in a large variety of
geological conditions (e.g. Economides et al. 2000). However, the
process imposes environmental risks, one of which is induced seis-

micity accompanying hydraulic fracture growth (Ellsworth 2013;
Rubinstein & Mahani 2015). Of particular interest are fracturing
concepts that limit the number and magnitudes of induced seismic
events. In this context, based on numerical modelling of labora-
tory results, the fatigue HF (FHF) concept has been introduced
(Zang et al. 2013) to mitigate seismicity while the permeability
enhancement process is preserved. However, modelling the HF pro-
cess and associated induced seismicity is highly nonlinear and a
complex process (Smart et al. 2014). Based on laboratory test
results, Yoon et al. (2014) developed and calibrated a hydrome-
chanically coupled modelling tool which is able to study the appli-
cation of FHF for dynamic cyclic and pulse injection treatments.
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During cyclic injection the fluid pressure is lowered frequently to
allow stress relaxation at the fracture tip possibly causing a lower
number and magnitude of induced seismic events in fatigue test-
ing. Moreover, cyclic injection appears to provide comparably ef-
ficient permeability enhancement (Patel et al. 2016). So far, field
tests validating the postulated seismic response of hydraulic frac-
ture nucleation and growth for different fluid injection scenarios are
missing.

There are different scales involved in hydraulic treatments of
rock mass. Whereas HF operations in hydrocarbon (Suckale 2009)
and geothermal (Zang et al. 2014) exploitation cover rock volumes
of several hundreds of metres, HF on mine scale normally extend
over a few tens of metres only. Microseismicity (MS) and in situ
acoustic emission (AE) systems were used to monitor HF at mine
scale. Electromagnetic (EM) monitoring hitherto has been applied
at reservoir or larger scale, only.

Attempts have been made to map hydraulic fracture growth in
mines both with low frequency (5 Hz to 100 Hz) and high frequency
(100 Hz to 500 Hz) MS monitoring systems. Manthei & Eisenblätter
(2008) reviewed AE and MS monitoring experiments in mines re-
lated to excavation and hydraulic fracture growth. Recently for oil
industry purpose, Jeffrey et al. (2009) reported on measuring hy-
draulic fracture growth in naturally fractured, crystalline rock at a
depth of 580 m in Northpakes Mines, Australia. In their study, a
combination of tiltmeter and MS arrays (triaxial accelerometers)
were installed to determine fracture growth, which was followed by
mine-through mapping. Due to a lack of recorded events, MS mon-
itoring failed to image hydraulic fractures. Nevertheless, hydraulic
fracture growth could be followed by low frequency tiltmeter data
and inspection of excavated fracture walls filled with proppants
distributed with the injection fluid.

During HF, very weak seismic events, that is, AE or the so-called
picoseismicity [magnitude range −4 to −2, Bohnhoff et al. (2009,
table 1 therein)], often accompany close to the tip of a fracture,
and have been used to measure the orientation and growth velocity
of the fractures (Fischer et al. 2009). Although Eisenblätter (1988)
demonstrated that AE monitoring with frequencies between 1 and
100 kHz can be used to locate the size and orientation of HF in salt
rock, AE monitoring of hydraulic fractures at mine scale is rare,
in particular in hard crystalline rock (Niitsuma et al. 1993). On
one hand, this originates from the kHz range of AE posing signifi-
cant demands on the recording units and has improved recently. On
the other hand, seismic waves in the kHz frequency range may be
strongly damped, and therefore sensors need to be located very close
to the HF experiment. Accordingly, the number of AE recorded dur-
ing fracture growth crucially depends on the rock type, the damping
mechanism and the volume of fluid injected. For example, in rock
salt at Bernburg mine (Germany), Manthei et al. (2003) reported
15 000 AE during the growth of four hydraulic fractures. Dahm &
Krüger (1999) and Dahm (2001) analysed the source mechanism
and rupture of these induced AE events from HF and conclude
that the events are clearly associated to shear cracks in the close
vicinity of the fractures. On the other hand, Niitsuma et al. (1993)
found only 234 AE associated with four hydraulic fracture tests in
crystalline rock at depth in Kamaishi mine, Japan. AE sensors are
often beneficial over high frequency seismometers in the kHz range,
because they are much more sensitive.

Guglielmi et al. (2015) studied fault movements and seismicity
induced over time by fluid injection and simultaneous recording
of the fault displacement with a displacement sensor installed in a
borehole of a limestone formation in France. Fluid injection pri-
marily triggered aseismic slip while low cumulative fault normal

Figure 1. Location of Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) in the south of
Sweden, approximately 35 km north of the city of Oskarshamn.

displacement and microearthquakes and fault slip developed during
late stage of pressurization.

EM monitoring is a rather recent development in reservoir engi-
neering. It bases on observations of natural processes prior to earth-
quakes. As such electrokinetic effects, occurring when fluid flows
through fractures, have been observed during deformation prior to
earthquakes and attributed to fluid percolation in the crust, driven
by pore pressure gradients (Mizutani et al. 1976). Dilation is as-
sumed to enhance the permeability near a natural fault (Murakami
et al. 1984). Electrokinetic phenomena were observed also dur-
ing water injection experiments. Increasing electric self-potential
was observed, for example, in the Nojima fault under flow rates
in the order of 0.17–0.33 L s−1 and pressure changes up to 4 MPa
(Murakami et al. 2008). The electrokinetic origin of transient signals
in the electric and magnetic field prior to the Loma Prieta earthquake
in 1989 (Fenoglio 1995) suggest that high pore pressure changes
can be monitored also using magnetotelluric (MT) methods. In en-
gineered reservoirs, self-potential changes in the order of several
mV were observed under flow rates in the order of up to 50 L s−1

and pressure changes up to 12 MPa at the Soultz-sous-Forêts
EGS site including a pressure dependent peak in the shut-in phase
(Darnet et al. 2004). An injection of 3100 m3 of brine with a flow
rate up to 30 L s−1 and pressures up to 62 MPa into metasediments at
3680 m depth in well Paralana 2 (South Australia), shows coherent
and significant variation in EM parameters such as the phase tensor
in space and time (Peacock et al. 2012).

In this study, a field test is described operated during May and
June 2015 in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) located approxi-
mately 35 km north of the city of Oskarshamn, Sweden (Fig. 1). The
field setup was designed to test the FHF concept with alternative
water injection schemes on mine scale with advanced fluid injec-
tion protocols and extensive sensor arrays. Six HF experiments with
three different water injection schemes (continuous, progressive and
pulse pressurization) in crystalline rock at 410 m depth were mon-
itored simultaneously with AE, MS, broad-band and EM sensors.
The Äspö HRL has been selected because geology, hydraulics and
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Table 1. Overview of used symbols and abbreviations.

AE Acoustic emission
EM(E) Electromagnetic (Emission)
MA Magnetometer
SP Self potential
HF (Conventional) hydraulic fracturing
FHF Fatigue hydraulic fracturing
HFX Hydraulic fracturing experiment No. X
F Initial fracture
RFX Refracture No. X
MS Microseismicity
MT Magnetotelluric
H, E Magnetic, electric field
Pc Fracture breakdown pressure
Pr Fracture reopening pressure
P Injection pressure
Pp Packer pressure
Q Fluid flow rate
Vi Injected volume
Vr Recovered volume
S1, S2, S3 Principal stresses (max., intermed., min.)
SV Vertical stress
SH, Sh Horizontal stress (max., min.)
T0 Tensile strength
ISIP Instantaneous shut-in pressure
AG Ävrö granodiorite
fgDG Fine grained diorite-gabbro
fgG Fine grained granite

rock mechanics on-site are well known from a large number of
field experiments related to deposition of spent nuclear fuel and
radioactive waste. We benefitted, in particular, from the overall
knowledge of in situ stresses at Äspö from previous HF (Klee &
Rummel 2002), overcoring tests (Ask 2003), and integrated stress
determination using data from the two methods (Ask 2006).

Klee & Rummel (2002) performed HF stress measurements in
one horizontal (level 450 m) and one vertical borehole (measuring
section 456 m). According to their results, the maximum horizon-
tal compressive stress (SH) is the largest principal stress (S1) with
magnitude of 22 MPa and has an orientation of 120◦ with respect to
magnetic north. At this depth level, the vertical stress (SV) and the
minimum horizontal stress magnitude (Sh) are similar (S2 = SV =
12 MPa and S3 = Sh = 11 MPa).

For convenience in Table 1, the symbols and abbreviations used
throughout this study are summarized.

2 E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P A N D F LU I D
I N J E C T I O N S C H E M E S

Strictly speaking, testing the FHF concept requires determining
the fracture breakdown pressure (Pc), detecting the seismic activity
with fracture growth, and validating the permeability enhancement
process. Therefore, single-flow rate fracture breakdown tests with
continuous water injection and multiple-flow rate fracture break-
down tests with alternative injection schemes were tested in the field
under controlled conditions. Alternative injection schemes applied
to pressurize the fracture tip in a cyclic way (FHF concept, Zang
et al. 2013) are realized by multiple-flow rate fracture breakdown
test. Technically, these tests require changing the flow rate several
times before the fracture breakdown occurs. This is in contrast to
conventional HF where a constant flow rate is used until the fracture
breakdown pressure occurs (Fig. 2). In the first alternative injection
scheme (called progressive), frequent phases of pressurization and

Figure 2. Basic idea of the hydraulic in situ experiment. At depth level
410 m, hydraulic fracturing is performed in a subhorizontal borehole (di-
ameter 4 inch) drilled from the experimental tunnel TASN in Äspö HRL.
Fractures are generated by different water injection schemes. Schematically,
the conventional, single flow rate fracture breakdown test with continuous
increase of pressure versus time curve is shown (continuous injection), and
compared to the multiple-flow rate fracture breakdown test with five pressur-
ization bands and progressive increase of target pressure interrupted by four
depressurization bands before the fracture breakdown occurs (progressive
injection). The hydraulic fracture initiation and growth process is mapped
by extensive AE, MS and EM sensor arrays, simultaneously.

depressurization are generated in the testing interval while the tar-
get pressure is increasing until the breakdown pressure is reached
(Fig. 2). The second alternative injection style to change the pres-
sure at the fracture tip frequently is called dynamic pulse injection.
Technically, this operation includes a pressure pulsing device (hy-
draulic hammer) which is described in detail in Section 2.3.1. Three
monitoring arrays (AE, MS and EM) in the near field and far field
of the fracture nucleus are operated simultaneously to obtain infor-
mation on hydraulic fracture initiation and growth from three differ-
ent fluid-injection scenarios (namely continuous-, progressive- and
pulse injection). The general setup of the experiment consists of a
horizontal borehole drilled from tunnel TASN with two hydraulic
testing intervals (Fig. 2, packered sections) and schematic pressure-
time rock response curves, one for conventional, continuous fluid
injection (Fig. 2, continuous), and one for progressive-water injec-
tion (Fig. 2, progressive).

The stress conditions from Klee & Rummel (2002) were assumed
to be valid, that is, if the borehole is drilled in the orientation of Sh,
such stress conditions would favour the propagation of radial and
parallel fractures (Fig. 2). The three-dimensional stress state at the
site is discussed later further in detail with the layout of AE moni-
toring. In the existing experimental tunnel TASN of Äspö HRL, a
subhorizontal borehole was drilled with 4 inch (102 mm) diameter
in the direction of Sh. The borehole is drilled to approximately 30 m
length covering several sections for the testing procedure. A high
resolution borehole camera, scanning the entire borehole, and the
drill cores were used to select suitable test sections. In phase I of the
experiment, a conventional fracture test with continuous increase
of fluid pressure in the testing interval is carried out. For this, a
single-flow rate test is used until the fracture breakdown pressure
Pc is reached. After the hydraulic fracture is generated the flow in
the injected part of the borehole is determined with a Lugeon test
(Singhal & Gupta 1999). Following the flow test an impression
packer is used to map the fracture orientation. In phase II, the
hydraulic test is modified and a different water injection style is
used (i.e. progressive) with frequent stages of depressurization and
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progressively increasing target pressure before the fracture break-
down pressure is reached. This allows stress relaxation at the frac-
ture tip. After the multiple-flow rate test, an impression packer is
used to map fracture orientation from the progressive water injec-
tion test. Phases I and II of the experiment are repeated in different
rock formations, and are operated with fracturing equipment of two
different companies.

2.1 Rock mass at test site

The island of Äspö and surrounding areas belong to the Transs-
candinavian Igneous Belt (TIB) of the Svecofennian Orogen which
forms the core of the Fennoscandian Shield in Sweden and Finland.
The bedrock in TIB is dominated by well preserved, approximately
1.8 Ga old intrusive rocks varying in composition between granite,
syenite, diorite and gabbro. The most prominent ductile structure at
Äspö intersects the island in an NE–SW direction (deformation zone
NE2). Subsequently, the rock mass is subjected to repeated phases
of brittle deformations under varying regional stress regimes and
followed by reactivation along earlier generated structures. With
few exceptions the deformation zones in Äspö HRL are of brittle
type, and are complex and involve series of reactivation events. The
complexity of the fracture system at the test site is illustrated by the
presented drill cores from the centre part of the hydraulic testing
borehole F1 and selected borehole images of F1 (Fig. 3).

Borehole images are obtained by a borehole camera observation
tool called BIPS (Döse et al. 2008). Four different rock types are
found along borehole F1. Close to the tunnel TASN (section 0–6 m)
the testing borehole consists of Äspö diorite and fine grained granite
(fgG) followed by (7–17 m) fine grained diorite-gabbro (fgDG) and
to the end of the borehole (18–28 m) of Ävrö granodiorite (AG).
Fig. 3 shows some of the geology along the borehole in the range
24–26 m and the fractures intersecting drill cores. The average
fracture frequency of the 86 mm diameter drill core is four fractures
per metre. Test sections for HF are selected based on information
from borehole images (Fig. 3a) and core sections without fractures
(Fig. 3b). For convenience, the hydraulic test interval of experiment
HF1 described in detail later, is marked in Fig. 3 by red rectangles.

2.2 Selection and orientation of drill holes

The test site selected is located in the Äspö extension area 2011–
2012, at depth level of 410 m below surface. Based on the geo-
logical and hydrological description of this area (Stenberg 2015), a
monitoring design with borehole location and geometry has been
developed. In Fig. 4, an overview of the test site and the surrounding
area is given. The location of the experimental tunnel TASN is seen
from which four long boreholes were drilled (Fig. 4a, thin black
lines). The middle borehole (Fig. 4a, F1) serves as HF borehole and
was drilled to a total length of 28.40 m subparallel to the orientation
of the minimum horizontal compressive stress, down dipping −4◦.
The monitoring boreholes (Fig. 4a, M1-M3) were drilled with incli-
nation upwards. Owing to the presence of a hydrological conductor
producing up to 75 mL s−1 outflow of water, sensor installation was
possible only in upward oriented boreholes.

The orientation of boreholes M1, M2 and M3 were chosen in
order to maximize the coverage of expected seismic activity with
AE and accelerometer sensors, while to the same time not to disturb
the rock volume of HF. In this sense, we secured the hypocentres
of possible seismic events with optimally surrounded sensors taken
into account the tunnel geometry and source receiver distances.

Figure 3. Complexity of naturally fractured rock mass at Äspö HRL with
selected test interval of experiment HF1 in Ävrö granodiorite (AG) marked
by red rectangles. (a) Borehole images from the BIPS tool in the range
of 24–26 m of borehole F1. (b) Composite photo of the drill cores in the
same range as the borehole image in (a). The black numbers on the core
are approximations of the core length only and the test interval is shown
approximately by the red rectangle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Test site at Äspö HRL (a) in the near field, and (b) in the far
field. Hydraulic testing borehole F1 and monitoring boreholes M1, M2 and
M3 are drilled from tunnel TASN, subparallel to the minimum horizontal
stress direction. Symbols indicate different sensors of the AE, MS, and
EM monitoring network (with EME sensors oriented in the direction of
the arrows). In (b), sensor colours are identical, and the two depth levels
are indicated by different symbols (280 m level–square, 410 m level–dot),
except for the EME sensors.

The monitoring borehole northwest of the fracturing borehole F1
(Fig. 4a, M1) has a total length of 22.10 m with inclination +10◦.
The boreholes southeast of the fracturing borehole F1 are located
above each other and were drilled with different inclinations (Fig. 4a,
M2 total length 30.10 m with inclination +26◦, and M3 total length
24.05 m, inclination +4◦). This geometry in the predetermined
stress state allows propagating HF perpendicular to borehole F1,
in the direction of maximum horizontal compressive stress, and
in a direction towards the monitoring boreholes. The four long
boreholes (F1, M1-M3), and additional twenty-three short boreholes
for inserting MS, EM and additional AE sensors (Fig. 4, symbols
along tunnel walls) were started to be drilled and completed in May
2015. A detailed description of all sensors shown in Fig. 4 is given
in Section 3.

2.3 Hydraulic fracturing

In this section, the experimental setup and equipment used for con-
tinuous water injection and alternative water-injection schemes are
described. In the following, the alternative, multiflow rate frac-
ture breakdown tests are separated into progressive water injection
and dynamic pulse-injection scenarios. MeSy Solexperts, Bochum
(Germany) performed the progressive test, and ISATech s.r.o.,
Prague (Czech Republic) performed the dynamic pulse test. In ad-
dition, each company performed two conventional HF tests.

2.3.1 Hydraulic fracturing equipment

MeSy Solexperts performed two conventional HF and one mul-
tiflow rate test with five bands of pressurization and four bands
of depressurization with increasing target pressure before the frac-
ture breakdown occurred (progressive water injection scenario).
MeSy Solexperts was using the straddle packer assembly Perfrac-II
equipped with steel reinforced packer elements IPI with 92 mm
outer diameter (OD). The sealing length of each packer element is
about 1.0 m and the test interval was reduced from 0.7 to 0.5 m.
All three tests by MeSy Solexperts (HF1, HF2 and HF3) were per-
formed with the test interval of 0.5 m. The straddle packer was
moved and fed with a 16 mm OD steel pipe. It was pressurized via
high pressure steel coil tubing with maximum operating pressure
of 60 MPa. An electric driven pump (SPECK, type HP 400/2-10)
with the capacity of 0.17 L s−1 and maximum pressure of 40 MPa
was used. Interval and packer pressure were measured uphole at the
recording unit in tunnel TASN. A sixteen channel sampling sys-
tem of type Solexperts SCI-A was used as data acquisition system.
The orientation of the fractures is determined with an impression
packer. The impression packer is oriented with a magnetic single
shot orientation tool.

The pulse water injection test was performed by ISATech Prague
using WATRAD Ltd. hydro-fracturing equipment with the newly
developed hydraulic straddle packer equipment and pump system
described by Semı́ková et al. (2014) and Jiráková et al. (2015).
The equipment consists of a high capacity hydraulic pump that can
deliver a linear and dynamic water pressure increase with different
amplitude up to 30 MPa and a maximum flow rate of 0.15 L s−1.
A hydraulic oil pump delivers the pressure for the pulse device
with a maximum working pressure of 20 MPa. The pulse device
acts like a hydraulic hammer and generates a pulse simultaneous
with the progressive pressurization in the test section. Depending on
pressure of nitrogen, oil and water different amplitudes can be gen-
erated. The frequency of the pulse can be regulated within the range
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Table 2. Overview about the six hydraulic fractures of the in situ experiments with start and stop times (in UTC), depth of testing interval, rock type,
injection style, and company name performing the test. The fatigue concept is simulated in experiment HF3 (progressive injection) and in experiment
HF5 (pulse injection). Hydraulic results include fracture breakdown pressure (Pc), reopening pressure (Pr) and horizontal minimum stress (Sh). Sh is
determined from the instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP). Pr is measured at the first refrac (RF) of each treatment.

Experiment Date Start Stop Mid test interval [m] Rock type Injection style Pc [MPa] Pr [MPa] Sh [MPa] Company

9:40 10:17a
HF1 June 3 25.0 AG Continuous 13.1 8.9 8.3 MeSy

13:44 15:30a

HF2 June 4 07:15 8:57 22.5 AG Continuous 10.9 6.7 8.6 MeSy
HF3 June 4 12:07 13:13 19.0 AG Progressive 9.2 8.8 9.2 MeSy
HF4 June 9 12:29 13:44 13.6 fgDG Continuous 10.6 9.0 8.5 ISATech
HF5 June 10 12:49 14:02 11.3 fgDG pulse 9.0c 8.6 7.5 ISATech

June 11 13:17 14:10b
HF6 4.8 fgG Continuous 11.3 4.8 8.1 ISATech

June 12 07:15 8:38
aInterruption due to impression packer test.
bUnderground time limit was exceeded, operation resumed next day.
cDetermined during third cycle.

3–10 Hz. The control panel allows controlling the test manually and
the response is recorded with a data recorder. The hydraulic driven
straddle packer has four rubber elements that seal off the testing
interval of length 0.25 m against the borehole wall by clamping. For
this, a hydraulic system shortens each of the hard rubber elements
in the axial direction of the packer and the increase of radial dimen-
sion generates the clamping towards the borehole wall and seals the
test interval of the packer. All three tests by ISATech (HF4, HF5
and HF6) were performed with the test interval of 0.25 m.

2.3.2 Planning of the operational phase

During the experimental phase of the project (June 2015), six hy-
draulic fractures were generated in fracturing borehole F1 in three
different rock formations. Analysis of drill cores and BIPS bore-
hole camera images of type optical televiewer (Döse et al. 2008)
of borehole F1 have been carried out to select appropriate test in-
tervals. Suitable test intervals for HF with good rock conditions,
in particular rock free of visible, pre-existing fractures have been
selected from core and borehole images. One example of selecting
the test section of HF1 is shown in Fig. 3. In Table 2, specific data
for six hydraulic fractures generated (experiments HF1–HF6) are
listed. Data include the actual day of testing with start and stop
times, the borehole length at mid-test interval, the rock type, the
water injection style, and the name of company performing the test.

In Table 2, three columns are added with results from hydraulic
testing (Pc, Pr, Sh) to be discussed in Section 4. In the deeper section
of borehole F1, MeSy Solexperts carried out the tests HF1 (contin-
uous water injection), HF2 (continuous water injection) and HF3
(progressive water injection) in the AG at 25.0, 22.5 and 19.0 m
borehole length, respectively. In the shallower section of the frac-
turing borehole F1, ISATech operated tests HF4, HF5 and HF6.
Two tests, HF4 (continuous water injection) and HF5 (pulse water
injection), were performed in the fgDG at borehole length 13.6 m
and 11.3 m, respectively. The last test HF6 (continuous water in-
jection) was carried out in fgG located closest (4.8 m) to the tunnel
surface. Note that the depth of the excavation damaged zone from
drilling and blasting extends up to 1.3 m into the floor of the tunnel
and 0.8 m into the roof, but very limited distance into the sidewalls
(Emsley et al. 1997).

2.3.3 Hydraulic test procedures

The in situ HF tests were carried out between 2015 June 3 and
12 (Table 2). The test procedure for conventional HF tests follow

the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) suggested
method for HF stress measurements (Haimson & Cornet 2003) and
is described by Zang & Stephansson (2010). The typical test starts
with the inflation of the packer system to seal the interval, followed
by a rapid pressurization with water to test the system for potential
leakage (pulse integrity test). During the subsequent main test phase
a constant injection rate is applied. Pressure increases until it reaches
the fracture breakdown pressure (Pc), followed by a decline to a
stable pressure level called the fracture propagation pressure. After
stable pressure conditions are reached, the well is shut-in and the
pressure drops rapidly to the instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP)
followed by a decline curve. The ISIP is assumed to be equivalent
to the minimum principal stress S3. Finally, the interval pressure is
released and the fluid volume is recovered. The test procedure is
repeated several times to obtain the fracture reopening pressure Pr

at each test cycle.
The tensile strength of rock, T0, is calculated from the difference

of Pc and Pr (Haimson & Cornet 2003). It is assumed that the
fracture has been closed completely in between the cycles. This
implies that no shearing has been involved that potentially results
in a residual opening of the fracture walls.

The test procedure for the progressive water injection consists
of a modified pressure scheme. First the pressure is increased to
20 per cent of the fracture breakdown pressure obtained from the
conventional test in the same formation. Then, a shut-in for several
minutes follows with subsequent pressure release (depressurization
phase). Thereafter, the pressure is increased by a level approxi-
mately 10 per cent above the previous pressure level following the
same scheme (progressively increasing target pressure). After shut-
in another depressurization phase follows. The pressurization and
depressurization sequences are repeated until a pressure drop occur
indicating rock failure, that is, the start of the fracturing process. The
subsequent refracturing tests follow the same scheme like the repe-
titions of the conventional test procedure. Therefore, the treatments
are different for pressures below the breakdown pressure only, that
is, single-flow rate versus multiple-flow rate fracture breakdown
tests.

The pulse HF test (Jiráková et al. 2015) is a modification of the
progressive injection test. The hydraulic equipment for the pulse
dynamic test consists of a hydraulic pump to maintain linear and
dynamic pressure levels (pressurization bands) together with an
additional hydraulic pressure pump to drive the dynamic pulse tool
with adjustable amplitude and frequency (5–6 Hz in experiment
HF5). Both pressure signals are combined to result in dynamic
pressure pulses overriding different predefined pressure levels.
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3 M O N I T O R I N G N E T W O R K S

All phases of the HF in situ experiment were monitored with three
passive systems, that is, AE, MS, and EM sensors. Whereas MS
sensors recorded seismic waves with frequencies up to 1 kHz, in
situ AE sensors recorded smaller seismic events with frequencies
up to 100 kHz. For the purpose of this paper, we call seismic events
recorded with AE and MS sensors AE and MS events, respectively.
Tests are designed (1) to locate and trace AE events, MS events
in space and time and EM events in time, (2) to identify individ-
ual crack mechanisms and (3) to investigate crack interaction in
the nucleation and growth process of hydraulic fractures in natu-
rally fractured rock mass. During a total of twenty-nine fracturing
stages, the three monitoring systems were up and running to doc-
ument multiple fracture wall opening and closing operations. In
total, thirty-nine sensors were operated in the near field (at depth
level 410 m, Figs 4a and b) close to the testing borehole. Thirty-six
sensors were deployed in the far field above (depth level 280 m and
at the surface) and below (depth level 450 m) the fracture initia-
tion point. MS systems operated combined in the near and far field.
The AE monitoring system was operated by Gesellschaft für Materi-
alprüfung und Geophysik (GMuG) mbH, Bad Nauheim (Germany).
This network was designed to monitor in the frequency range from 1
to 100 kHz (accelerometers from 50 Hz to 25 kHz, AE sensors from
1 to 100 kHz). The German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ)
operated an MS array with geophones (4.5 Hz to 1 kHz), borehole
geophones (28 Hz to 1 kHz) and broad-band seismometers (flat
velocity response from 1/120 to 100 Hz) operating in both, the near
and far field. The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany
operated a third system to detect EM signals from hydraulic frac-
ture growth. The EM array involved surface monitoring with one
full MT station, and underground monitoring of electromagnetic
emission (EME), self-potential (SP) and broad-band magnetome-
ters (MA) in three directions with borehole sensors. Underground,
the sensors were placed at three different depth levels (450 m, 410 m
and 280 m). EME, MT/MA and SP during rupture process were de-
tected at different frequencies from 37 to 50 kHz, at 512 Hz and at
1 Hz, respectively.

The AE monitoring system was synchronized to the MS system
by the simultaneous recording of one geophone on both systems.
MT and magnetic stations were synchronized by internal GPS. EME
and SP were synchronized with external GPS time.

3.1 Acoustic emission monitoring network

The in situ AE monitoring network consists of eleven AE sensors
(GMuG MA BLw-7-70-75) and four accelerometers (Wilcoxon
736T). AE sensors employed are uniaxial side view sensors for
borehole installation (Fig. 4a, red dots). The sensors were devel-
oped by GMuG for in situ AE monitoring, that is, very sensitive
recording in the frequency range of 1–100 kHz (Philipp et al. 2015).
They are capable to monitor fractures from centimetre to metre scale
(Kwiatek et al. 2011). AE sensors are operated with 1 kHz analogue
high-pass filter. The AE sensor does not have a flat sensor response,
but displays weak resonance frequencies that improve the sensitivity
of the recording. The employed accelerometers have a flat (±3 dB)
frequency response between 2 Hz and 20 kHz. Accelerometers are
operated with an analogue 50 Hz high-pass filter (Fig. 4a, orange
dots). The dynamic range is 100 mV g−1. All sensors are installed
inside boreholes. Eight AE sensors are installed in the long moni-
toring boreholes M1-M3, surrounding the fracturing borehole F1.

The remaining sensors are installed in short boreholes near the roof
of tunnels TASN and TAS02 (Fig. 4a).

Data was recorded using the measuring system GMuG AE-
System that is suitable both for continuous recording of data and
recording in trigger mode. The in situ AE monitoring network was
operating in trigger mode from 2015 June 3 to 22 recording wave-
form windows of 32.768 ms for all triggers. A second acquisition
system recorded in parallel the continuous full waveforms from
all channels during all HF time periods. Both trigger and continu-
ous recording systems were performed with 1 MHz sampling rate.
Recording in trigger mode allows for (near) real time assessment of
AE events using automatic event detection and localization based
on automatic P- and S-wave onset picking. The sixteen-channel
transient recorder was operated with a ±10 V input range. In trig-
ger mode the recording and validation unit gets activated once an
operator set threshold is exceeded. In this experiment very sensitive
trigger conditions were chosen in situ to maximize the sensitivity
of the network. Once a trigger is detected, data is recorded on all
synchronized channels. A ring buffer for pre-trigger recording is
implemented. Picking of P- and S-wave onsets is based on a Hilbert
transform and a modified short time average/long time average
(STA/LTA) algorithm (Allen 1978, 1982). Localization is based on
gradient descent and a modified least squares algorithm.

For localized events the AE magnitude is estimated. The AE mag-
nitude is a relative magnitude after Eisenblätter & Spies (2000) and
is not comparable with common seismological magnitude scales.
The AE magnitude gives a rough estimate on the event size. The
AE magnitude is calculated as

MAE = 20 log10 A with A = A0r

r0
eα(r−r0).

A0 corresponds to the P-wave amplitude, normalized to 1 µV sig-
nal amplitude at signal output. The amplitude is measured at a
frequency of 7.5 kHz. Parameter r corresponds to the source re-
ceiver distance. The scaling parameter r0 is approximately equal
to the average of all source receiver distances. Here r0 = 20 m
was chosen. The exponent α represents the damping and was set
to 0.02 m−1.

Velocities for both P- and S-waves were obtained from active
ultrasonic transmission tests. For this an ultrasonic pulse transmit-
ter was inserted in fracture borehole F1 before the experiment.
Active pulses were sent from one-metre intervals and recorded at
the sensors of the AE network. Based on traveltime analysis av-
eraged velocities were obtained. The retrieved velocity values are
5810 ± 120 m s−1 and 3400 ± 200 m s−1 for P-wave and S-wave, re-
spectively. For localization of AE events a homogeneous, full space
velocity model was used with vp = 5800 m s−1 and vs = 3200 m s−1.

3.2 Seismic monitoring network

The installed seismic stations are sensitive in the frequency range
from approximately 4 Hz to some 100 Hz. At 19 locations along
the 410 m depth level (Fig. 4b, cyan dots) and at seven positions at
the 280 m depth level (Fig. 4b, cyan squares), PE-6/B geophones
(SENSOR SM-6 4.5 Hz U-B and H-B, Nederland) were installed.
Based on previous experience (Picozzi et al. 2010b; Oth & Picozzi
2012), the standard steel spikes are removed and the geophones were
fixed to an adjustable aluminium bracket with two supporting bars
for minimizing spurious vibrations. The bracket is fixed to the wall
and the geophones were connected in a horizontal position, with
the north component oriented towards the tunnel wall and the east
component parallel to the tunnel wall. Three-component borehole
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GS14-L3 geophones (Krauß et al. 2014) with a frequency range
from 28 Hz to 1 kHz were installed in 1 and 3 m long, horizontal
boreholes; five geophones at the 410 m depth level and one at the
210 m depth level (Fig. 4b, green dots/squares).

We used three twenty-four channel recorders (Geode, Geomet-
rics) connected by an interface cable using TCP/IP and an interface
box to a PC LAN socket. Twenty-four three-component geophones
were connected at 410 m depth level and eight three-component
geophones were connected at the 280 m depth level. Data were
streamed to the recorder box, and then transmitted to the PC hard
drive for display and event detection. Continuous data were recorded
for two weeks, with a sample rate of 1 kHz during the hydraulic
testing times listed in Table 2. During nights and weekends, the
sample rate was reduced to 250 and 125 Hz, respectively. Charging
of the batteries used for Geode’s power supply was conducted con-
tinuously except for the HF1–HF6 test time windows (Table 2), in
order to minimize electrical interference.

For the identification of low frequency signals, five broad-band
seismometers (Trillium Compact 120s, Nanometrics) were installed
at different hard rock sites (Fig. 4b, grey dots/square). In other
experiments, tiltmeters are used to detect displacement gradients in
2-D, that is, horizontal tilt (Sleefe et al. 1995; Jeffrey et al. 2009;
Dahi Taleghani & Lorenzo 2011; van der Baan et al. 2013). In
our installation the broad-band seismic sensors were sensitive to
displacement velocities in three dimensions and to horizontal. Four
broad-band sensors were located at depth level 410 m near the HF
experiment (Fig. 4b, grey dots) and one broad-band sensor was
placed at depth 280 m (Fig. 4b, grey square). The seismic signals
were digitized and stored by 24 bit stand-alone three-channel digital
recorders (CUBE, Omnirecs), which were synchronized by built-in
GPS every few days. A pre-amplifier gain of 1 was chosen and the
sample rate was set to 200 Hz. No indoor GPS system was available.
For the synchronization of underground stations four additional
CUBE recorder are used which were set to 800 Hz to record seismic
ground motion parallel to the Geode system.

The installed MS system at 410 m depth level allows for the
detection of very small seismic events with moment magnitudes
below −2 (e.g. Picozzi et al. 2010a; Goertz et al. 2012) because the
maximum distance of sensors to the fracturing borehole F1 at depth
level 410 m is approximately 100 m, and the maximum distance
of sensors to the fracturing borehole F1 at depth level 280 m is
approximately 150 m, respectively. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, such seismic events (magnitude range −4 to −2) are called
picoseismicity. However, the two limiting factors for detecting pico-
seismic events in Äspö HRL appears to be (1) the 50 Hz electrical
underground installation (and its overtones), and (2) the acoustic
noise from the air ventilation system and operating machinery.

3.3 Electromagnetic monitoring network

The EM monitoring network with its EME, SP and MT/MA sen-
sors was operated at frequencies between 1 Hz and 50 kHz. EME
are measured using a beam antenna/ferrite aerial (300 mm long)
with a receiver covering a frequency range between 5 and 50 kHz
(Cerescope) (Hagag & Obermeyer 2016). The antenna is most sen-
sitive to the H-component of the EM field. The maximum amplitude
of the signal is expected to be parallel to the hydraulic fracture plane.
The amplification of the instrument ranges between 90 and 120 dB,
that is, a sensitivity of 5 µA m−1. In the case of HF1, we used a
frequency range of 37–50 kHz. The discrimination level is set to
separate the geogenic signal from the background noise. Four dif-

ferent parameters (A–D) are recorded: A, the number of peaks, B,
the number of pulse packages, C, the average amplitude of the pulse
packages, and D, the related energies. For each 1 s time interval, data
are measured over a 0.1 s time window, using a sampling frequency
of 100 kHz. Two sensors were installed in 0.45 m long boreholes
drilled with a bearing of 40◦and 130◦ (Fig. 4a, magenta triangles
in TAS02 (EME)). The sensors are expected to be perpendicular
and parallel to the fracture plane at distances between 15 m and
25 m from the different mid test intervals (e.g. approximately 25 m
from experiment HF1). A third, vertically oriented sensor failed to
operate during testing on-site.

Self-potential (SP) measurements were acquired at a sampling
frequency of 1 Hz using two electrode chains with Pb/PbCl2

PMS9000 non-polarizable electrodes (SDEC, France) filled with
NaCl saturated solution. The near field electrode chain (Figs 4a
and b; blue dots) was set to a distance between 50 and 75 m from
the different experiments (about 25 m from experiment HF1) and
the electrode offset was 5–10 m at the 410 m level. The far field
electrode chain (Fig. 4b, blue squares) was installed at a distance
of approximately 150–200 m with electrode offsets between 5 and
20 m at the 280 m level. The electrodes were fixed and coupled to
the massive granite in 0.25 m long boreholes using bentonite. The
northeasternmost electrodes of the two chains were used as ground
for all dipoles. Data were recorded typically in 24 hr windows using
a CR-6 (Campbell Scientific) with an input resistance of 20 G�.

MT measurement setup includes two distant stations, equipped
with Metronix MFS07e soft coils magnetic sensors and ADU-07
data loggers. The time series of magnetic (H) and at the surface
electrical (E) components were recorded quasi-continuously (in 86
340 s packages) at 512 Hz. The MA station TASS (located at about
500 m distance from HF1 to the East) comprises of three mag-
netic sensors that were oriented approximately parallel (azimuth
308◦, vertical, X- and Z-components respectively) and perpendicu-
lar (azimuth 38◦, Y-component) with respect to the expected fracture
plane. At the surface MT station (57◦26′10.03′′N, 16◦39′10.66′′E),
two magnetic sensors and non-polarizable Pb/PbCl2 electrode pairs
with 100 m offset were oriented to the north and east. A vertical
magnetic sensor was in-stalled above the surface due to impenetra-
ble granitic subsurface. Permanent remote reference data from the
Wittstock station in Germany (Eydam & Muñoz 2011) is available
for data processing.

4 R E S U LT S

This section consists of four parts. After discussing the hydraulic
response of rock mass, the results of the three monitoring networks
follow.

4.1 Hydraulic response of tested rock mass

Results from six hydraulic tests are listed in Table 2. The fracture
breakdown pressure Pc is determined from initial fracturing cycle of
conventional HF. The fracture reopening pressure Pr is determined
from the first refrac cycle of HF (RF1). The magnitude of the
minimum horizontal stress Sh is determined from the instantaneous
shut-in pressure ISIP. The vertical stress SV = 10.9 MPa is computed
from rock density ρ = 2720 kg m−3 and the depth level of the
borehole (406.8 m).

Representative examples of each injection style are provided
in Figs 5 and 6. This includes the single-flow rate experiment
with conventional, continuous injection (Fig. 5a, HF2), and two
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Figure 5. Comparison of conventional HF with continuous water injection and alternative testing with progressively increasing target pressure interrupted by
four depressurization phases. Interval pressure (black curve), packer pressure (grey) and flow rate (blue curve) are plotted versus time. (a) Experiment HF2
with continuous injection at 22.5 m depth of borehole F1. Following the pulse test, the initial frac cycle and the first refrac cycle are shown. (b) Experiment HF3
with progressive water injection at 19.0 m depth of borehole F1. After the pulse test, the fatigue procedure is manifested in five bands of stepwise increasing
target pressure interrupted with four intervals of depressurization, followed by the first refrac cycle analogue to the conventional test.

multiple-flow experiments with progressive water injection (Fig. 5b,
HF3) and dynamic pulse injection (Fig. 6, HF5). In Fig. 5, there is
a 2 L s−1 flow rate injection lasting for about 2 min at the begin-
ning of both tests. This is an integrity test (pulse test) with rapid
pressurization of the test interval to a differential pressure of about
1 to 3 MPa and subsequent monitoring of the pressure decline for
approximately 10 min. For convenience, also the packer pressure is
included in Fig. 5 together with the interval pressure and the flow
rate. The initial fracturing cycle (HF2-F) and first refrac of HF2
(HF2-RF1) at 22.5 m borehole length indicate Pc = 10.9 MPa and
Pr = 6.7 MPa for the AG formation (Fig. 5a). In Fig. 5b, the result
of the progressive water injection test (experiment HF3) at 19.0 m

borehole length are documented. The interval pressure (Fig. 5b,
black curve) is increased to about 20 per cent of the Pc from the
conventional HF2 test for a duration of 8 s, followed by a shut-in
for 130 s and a bleed-off for 3 s. The subsequent depressurization
phase lasted for about 10 s. Afterwards, the interval pressure is
increased at each step by about 10 per cent with respect to the pre-
vious pressure level following the same procedure. After five bands
of progressively increasing target pressure (numbered in Fig. 5b)
interrupted by four bands of depressurization (up to half minute
duration), the breakdown pressure is determined to be 9.2 MPa.
This value is 15 per cent lower compared to the value of Pc from
the conventional HF2 experiment, and 30 per cent lower compared
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Hydraulic fracture monitoring in hard rock 799

Figure 6. Pulse injection test in borehole F1 at depth of 11.3 m. Dynamic water pulsing with a frequency of approximately 5 Hz is performed. (a) Overview
chart of pulse experiment HF5. The breakdown pressure Pc is estimated from the running average of the interval pressure during the third cycle. (b) Detailed
view of the third pressurization band of experiment HF5. The running average of the pressure indicates a pressure decrease after reaching 9 MPa with a
simultaneous increase of the flow rate.

to the value of Pc from the first conventional HF1 experiment in the
same rock type (see Table 2). Note that only the absolute value of
flow rate is shown in Fig. 5 (right ordinate).

Experiment HF5 was performed at 11.3 m borehole length as
dynamic pulse test (Fig. 6). For this, pressurizing bands were set to
internal pressure values of 2, 4, 6, and 8 MPa, respectively. During
the first pressurization band the interval pressure increases from
2 to 4 MPa, for the second band from 4 to 8.8 MPa, and for the
third pressurization band from 6 to 8.6 MPa. During the fourth
pressurization band with 8 MPa no gradual increase of pressure
was recorded indicating the generation of a new fracture at the
previous pressurization level. Therefore, Pc of experiment HF5 was
determined in the third pressurization band where a clear pressure
drop is observed, indicating the breakdown pressure of rock (Fig. 6,

Pc = 9.0 MPa). Compared to experiment HF4 in the same rock type
(fgDG) with continuous water injection at 13.6 m borehole length
and Pc = 10.6 MPa (Table 2), the fracture breakdown pressure was
reduced by 15 per cent using the dynamic pulse treatment instead
of the conventional treatment.

The hydraulic tensile strength of the rock formation is calculated
from the conventional HF tests. The assumption to achieve a reliable
value is a purely tensile fracturing process including the closure of
the fracture walls before the subsequent refracturing tests. This
is assumed to be the case for the first experiment HF1. The Pr

is determined to 8.9 MPa; hence the calculated hydraulic tensile
strength of the rock formation is T0 = 4.2 MPa.

To obtain the magnitudes of the stress field it is assumed that the
vertical stress is a principal stress. Taking a mean rock density of
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2720 kg m−3 and the depth of the horizontal well of 406.8 m below
surface, the calculation of the vertical stress leads to 10.9 MPa.
The minimum principle stress for each experiment is calculated
from ISIP (instantaneous shut-in pressure). The mean value of the
minimum horizontal stress Sh from all measurements is 8.4 MPa
(Table 2).

Based on about 100 HF and 140 overcoring stress measurements
in Äspö HRL, Ask (2003, 2006) developed the Integrated Stress
Determination Method for the two methods and presented the results
for different depths. For the area closest to the test site SE of fracture
zone NE-2 Ask (2006, his fig. 9C) found from HF solutions at level
330 m (S1 = 20.9 MPa at 336◦/0◦, S2 = 8.7 MPa arbitrary/90◦ and
S3 = 6.7 MPa at 246◦/0◦) and from overcoring stress solutions at
level 380 m (S1 = 22.6 MPa at 312◦/3◦, S2 = 9.5 MPa at 43◦/9◦ and
S3 = 8.1 MPa at 200◦/80◦; see Fig. 10). Stress data will be discussed
in the next section together with AE monitoring results.

4.2 In situ AE monitoring results

The AE monitoring network successfully recorded and localized AE
events during the experiment. Continuous waveforms with 1 MHz
sampling were gained during all phases of the experiment. In situ
triggered AE data were used to obtain first order information about
the fracture growth, its location, orientation and extension in near
real time. During the experiment all events that were located auto-
matically during fracturing, shut-in or bleed-off were then manually
reviewed and plotted on-site. Manual review of picks was neces-
sary because of omnipresent 10 ms electrical pulses introduced false
triggers of the first P-wave pulse arrivals. For experiments HF1 (con-
tinuous), HF2 (continuous), HF3 (progressive water injection) and
HF6 (continuous) information on the generated fractures (location,
orientation, extension) was gained from the AE event distribution.
No information was gained for HF4 (continuous) and HF5 (dynamic
pulse injection), because not enough seismic energy was radiated
in fine grained diorite gabbro. Information provided in situ on the
fracture evolution based on localized AE events was used by the
project management in the decision making process.

Overall 69 400 triggers were detected in situ with trigger mode
recordings. Most recorded triggers correspond to transient noise
of anthropogenic, electrical or hydrological origin, because of the
sensitive trigger conditions. Some recorded events that correspond
to noise sources were located, for example working noise generated
at the fracturing borehole before or after fracturing experiments (e.g.
when the packer is inserted or removed). The waveform signature
of most noise events differ clearly from seismic events. Typical
waveforms of noise in the kHz range from a South African mine
are shown in Plenkers et al. (2010). Typical waveforms for seismic
AE events recorded during the HF1 experiment are shown in Fig. 7.
Eleven waveforms from AE sensor recordings (AE01–AE11) and
four waveforms from accelerometer recordings (ACC13–ACC16)
are shown for the first event occurring during refrac1 in experiment
HF1 (HF1-RF1). During post-processing a seismic catalogue was
created that is free of noise events (Appendix A).

During post-processing, events recorded 2015 June 3 9:35AM
to 2015 June 15 12:00AM were relocated using optimized auto-
matic picking and localization parameters that suit the nature of
AE events recorded in situ, that is, more precise filter settings as
well as STA/LTA trigger algorithm parameters. The maximum lo-
cation residual was lowered from 0.8 to 0.3 m and the single lo-
cation error per station was lowered from 0.8 to 0.5 m in order
to improve the location certainty. To exclude noises all waveforms

Figure 7. Typical waveform of seismic AE event. The waveform of the first
event during hydraulic fracture HF1 is shown that occurred 2015 June 3 at
10:04:07. Waveforms are bandpass filtered (500 Hz to 50 kHz). Picks are
shown as triangles (P-wave, red; S-wave, blue). The amplitude is normalized.
True maximum amplitude is given on the right side in mV (AE, AE sensor;
ACC, accelerometer).
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Table 3. Overview about the 29 stages of hydraulic fracturing at the test site. Six hydraulic fractures were propagated in multiple
refracturing phases. Comparison of rock type, fracture breakdown pressure (Pc), fracture reopening pressure (Pr) and additional
hydraulic test parameters (Q, water flow rate; Vi, injected volume; Vr, recovered volume) and AE in situ relocalized event numbers.

Stage No. Experiment Rock type Pc or Pr (MPa) Q (L s−1) Vi (L) Vr (L) Number of AE, relocated

1 HF1-F 13.1 0.015 0.8 0.5 0
2 HF1-RF1 8.9 0.022 2.7 1.5 3
3 HF1-RF2 AG 7.7 0.027 4.5 1.7 10
4 HF1-RF3 8.6 0.042 5.2 1.9 12
5 HF1-RF4 8.8 0.077 4.7 2.3 4
6 HF1-RF5 8.2 0.078 9.3 5.5 20

7 HF2-F 10.9 0.028 3.8 1.1 8
8 HF2-RF1 6.7 0.028 5.0 1.9 6
9 HF2-RF2 AG 7.5 0.042 1.2 0.6 0
10 HF2-RF3 6.1 0.042 5.5 2.3 17
11 HF2-RF4 7.1 0.08 4.8 2.3 21
12 HF2-RF5 7.2 0.08 9.4 3.9 50

13 HF3-F 9.2 0.015 0.2 – 0
14 HF3-RF1 8.8 0.027 3.3 0.3 0
15 HF3-RF2 AG 5.9 0.042 5.2 0.3 0
16 HF3-RF3 7.7 0.088 5.6 0.8 1
17 HF3-RF4 5.9 0.088 10.5 1.8 15

18 HF4-F 10.6 0.008 0.24 – 0
19 HF4-RF1 fgDG 9.0 0.01 1.8 – 1
20 HF4-RF2 8.8 0.012 2.1 – 0

21 HF4-RF3 Leakage behind fracture 0

22 HF5-F 9.0 – – – 0
23 HF5-RF1 fgDG 8.6 0.022 4.3 0.09 0
24 HF5-RF2 8.7 0.117 6.5 0.09 0
25 HF5-RF3 8.8 0.142 3.8 – 0

26 HF6-F 11.3 0.082 8.7 0.14 15
27 HF6-RF1 fgG 4.8 0.095 5.2 0.14 5
28 HF6-RF2 2.9 0.107 5.1 0.14 5
29 HF6-RF3 3.0 0.115 5.2 0.10 3

of relocated events were manually reviewed. Noise events were
identified based on their waveform signature as well as their time
and location of occurrence and excluded from the final catalogue.
The remaining catalogue consists of 196 relocated AE events (Ap-
pendix A). Many more AE events with poor signal-to-noise ratios
that could not be localized in this first analysis and need further
investigation were recognized during manually reviewing the wave-
form. All AE events recognized occurred during the fracturing time
periods. The relocated AE events are listed together with specific
hydraulic test data for all six HF and refracturing phases in Ta-
ble 3. In the following, we discuss the relocated AE event catalogue
from Appendix A.

All relocated seismic AE events are shown in map view and side
view in Fig. 8. AE events recorded during the different fracture
experiments clearly delineate the fractures and display differences
between the different hydraulic fractures generated. The pulse HF
test in fine grained diorite gabbro (experiment HF5) did not generate
seismic signals relocatable by the in situ monitoring array (Fig. 8).

The numbers of AE events differ between different fracture ex-
periments (Table 3). A graphical representation is given in Fig. 8(c).
For some fracture experiments only one (Fig. 8c, HF4 continuous)
or no AE event (Fig. 8c, HF5 pulse injection) is localized. Manual
review of waveforms of all triggers revealed that no seismic event
was identified outside of the HF periods. Fracture experiments dif-
fer in injection flow rate, the geological setting, borehole length and
the hydraulic test equipment.

Below, the focus is on the outline of experiment HF2 (conven-
tional, continuous water injection) and experiment HF3 (progres-
sive water injection) generated in the AG formation. In Fig. 9,
corresponding AE events, pressure and flow rate are plotted versus
time. While AE events are observed during all refracturing phases
(except RF2) of conventional HF2 (Fig. 9a), in experiment HF3 us-
ing progressive water injection with alternating pressurization and
depressurization phases, AE events occur in the third and fourth
refracturing stage only (Fig. 9b).

Note that the continuous AE recording was not running during
HF2-RF2. Thus, HF2-RF2 was terminated prematurely and the ex-
periment HF2 continued with HF2-RF3. No AE occurs before the
fracture breakdown pressure Pc in the progressive water injection
experiment is reached despite the steady increase of flow rate for
the last three bands.

Results can be summarized as follows. HF2 generated AE´s both
during the generation (initial fracture phase = 7 events) and the
propagation of the fracture (Fig. 8c, RF1 = 6 events, RF3 = 17
events, RF4 = 21 events, and RF5 = 50 events). The first AE event
during the initial fracture phase was recorded when the injection
pressure reached P = 9.4 MPa for the first time (Fig. 9a). Most
AE events occurred during the fracture and refracture phases with
injection pressures between 10.8 and 9.0 MPa. In addition, one
AE event was observed during packer inflation before the initia-
tion of HF2, when injection pressure was zero MPa (Fig. 9a). AE
events recorded during the initial fracture phase are located at close
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Figure 8. Seismic AE events presented in map view (a), side view (b)
and (c) versus time in histogram. For side view the coordinate system was
rotated [view angle shown by arrow in (a)] to indicate the preferred fracture
traces. The seismic AE activity outlines the fractures of the different fracture
experiments. Solid black lines outline the tunnel at the experimental site.
Thin black lines outline the long monitoring boreholes. The solid grey line
outlines fracturing borehole F1. Circles symbolize the sensors (grey, AE
sensor; white, Accelerometer) of the AE monitoring network.

distance (0.1–1.3 m) to borehole F1 (Figs 8a and b). During refracs,
AE events migrate both upwards and along the borehole towards
the fracture area of HF1.

For example, after RF2 AE events cover the depth interval be-
tween 408 and 410 m whereas the depth interval between 404 and
411 m is seismically active during RF5 (Figs 8a and b, and 9a). AE
events migrating upwards outline a plane (strike 133◦, dip 62◦) that
is extending up to 6.7 m away from borehole F1 (Fig. 8).

In experiment HF3 (progressive water injection), no seismicity
was recorded during the initial fracturing (P ≤ 9.2 MPa), nor RF1
and RF2 (P ≤ 10.4 MPa), see Fig. 9(b). During RF3 one AE event
was recorded (P = 11.3). During RF4 at P = 10.2 to 11.0 MPa,
15 AE events were located. All events occurred during the fracture
phase and no event during shut-in. The first event recorded during
HF3-RF3 occurred at 1.47 m distance from borehole F1 (Figs 8a and
b). Events recorded during RF4 occurred at distances between 0.85
and 2.30 m. In contrast to the observations in experiment HF2, no
clear migration is visible for AE events recorded during experiment
HF3 (progressive water injection). All but one event are located in
the depth interval 407–408.2 m (Fig. 8, green dots). The events do
not display a clear structure but cluster in a cloud without outlining
a clear fracture plane, indicating that fluids did not possibly flow
into a single hydraulic fracture.

For all fractures, the preliminary results suggest that the maxi-
mum AE magnitude is increasing with time (Fig. 9).

In Table 4, the results of the in situ AE monitoring are compared
to the results from the impression packer test, which documents
fractures visible after HF inside borehole F1. For HF2 it was found
that the impression packer results coincide within 16 cm with the lo-
cation, within 5◦ of the azimuth, and within 2◦ of the dip outlined by
AE activity. It follows that both methods confirm the formation of a
new macrofracture oriented approximately in east–west orientation
with 60◦ dip towards south (Fig. 10). Moreover by using localized
AE events it is now possible to estimate the upward extension of the
macrofracture to 6.7 m.

For comparison we show the stress tensors closest to our study
site from Ask (2006, fig. 9C, tensor at depth level 330 m from
HF, 380 m from overcoring) in Fig. 10. The maximum horizontal
stress is perpendicular to our fracturing borehole (S1 = SH). The
intermediate principal stress is the vertical stress (S2 = SV) aligned
with the borehole orientation, and the least principal stress is the
minimum horizontal stress (S3 = Sh).

The comparison between the results of the impression packer
test and the in situ AE monitoring of experiment HF3 (progres-
sive water injection) are less obvious. Two planes are identified by
the impression packer at borehole lengths of 19.24 and 18.72 m
(Table 4). One plane is oriented perpendicular to borehole F1
(Fig. 10, dip 84◦), the other plane is tilted by 25◦ with respect
to F1 alignment (Fig. 10, dip 47◦). The AE events located near-
est to borehole F1 is located at a borehole length of 17.44 m (in
0.85 m distance to F1), see Figs 8(a) and (b). Moreover, as dis-
cussed above, no clear planar structure can be extracted from the
AE activity, as the events cluster in a cloud like structure (Figs 8a
and b). For this reason, the formation of a single macrofracture
can neither be confirmed nor be neglected at the moment. Further
integrated analysis is necessary to conclude on the fractures gener-
ated by progressive water injection treatment with frequent bands
of pressurization and depressurization. Aseismic deformation, the
opening of pre-existing fractures or the formation of a fracture net
rather than a macrofracture cannot be excluded based on the initial
analysis.
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Hydraulic fracture monitoring in hard rock 803

Figure 9. Injection pressure (P), flow rate Q (left axis) and AE magnitude (MAE, right axis) for hydraulic fractures generated with two different fluid injection
schemes: (a) conventional, continuous water injection experiment (HF2) and (b) progressive water injection experiment (HF3). For each refrac cycle the first
AE event is observed at increasing pressure levels: P = 9.08 MPa, P = 9.63 MPa, P = 9.93 MPa and P = 10.82 MPa for the first AE event at RF1, RF3, RF4
and RF5, respectively. Some AE events occurred in the early shut-in phase (initial fracture phase = 0 events, RF1 = 1 event, RF3 = 4 events, RF4 = 11 events
and RF5 = 16 events) with injection pressure P ≥ 7.7 MPa.

Table 4. Comparison of fracture orientation from impression packer and AE activity results for three hydraulic fractures generated in Ävrö granodiorite
(HF1–HF3). Note: Image packer was inserted after first refrac for HF1 and after the last refrac for HF2 and HF3. Borehole length of AE according to
AE event located closest to F1. The fracture orientations are shown in Fig. 10.

HF1 - single fracture HF2 - single fracture HF3 - double fracture
Impression packer AE hypocentres Impression packer AE hypocentres Impression packer AE hypocentres

Azimuth (◦N) 158 138 123 118 56 / 121 No plane
Dip (◦) 74 45 60 62 47 / 84 No plane
BH length (m) 24.84 24.56 22.49 22.65 18.72 / 19.24 17.44
Extension (m) Unknown 5.3 Unknown 6.7 Unknown 2.3
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Figure 10. Fracture locations for HF1–HF3 from Table 4 in comparison to
stress data. The orientation of the lines corresponds to the azimuth of the
fractures, the dip direction is indicated by the adjacent arrow with the dip
angle given in degree. The size of the lines is not related to the fracture
extent. Fracture location estimates by impression packer are shown as solid
lines, while fracture plane estimates from the AE distribution are shown as
dashed lines. The AE based estimates are for HF1 and HF2 only, for HF3
the number of localized AE’s is insufficient. The impression packer showed
two fracture openings for HF3. Colour coding is analogue to Fig. 8. Two
stress tensors from Ask (2006) closest to our study site are shown: Upper
tensor is for the 330 m depth level from HF solutions (S1 = 20.9 MPa,
S2 = 8.7 MPa, S3 = 6.7 MPa), lower tensor is for the 380 m depth level
from overcoring solutions (S1 = 22.6 MPa, S2 = 9.5 MPa, S3 = 8.1 MPa).
Stresses are viewed from above and projected onto the horizontal plane. The
length of each vector is proportional to the corresponding stress magnitude.
The fans at the vector tips describe the dip of the stress vector.

4.3 Microseismicity monitoring results

All stages of the experiment (Table 2) were monitored by the short
period MS networks as well as the broad-band seismic stations. First
analysis indicates that HF induced events did not radiate sufficient
energy to be recorded above the noise level between 4 and 400 Hz,
or were completely absent. With MS stations we have not detected
clear, network-wide high frequency signals during the time of the
fracturing and refracturing tests. However, single tracks of the 4.5
and 28 Hz borehole geophones need to be investigated in detail, in
particular in the near field of the borehole F1 (see Fig. 4a, borehole
geophones). This is because the signals may have been strongly
attenuated from intrinsic damping or scattering effects. The absence
of recorded MS events is unexpected since the AE network detected
signals during the HF experiments in the frequency range from 1
to 100 kHz (Fig. 7). This frequency band, however, does not match
the frequency band of the installed short-period MS sensors. Three
borehole geophones in TASN (Fig. 4b, channels 14, 22, 23) indicate

an MS event, most probably associated with RF3. No correlation
was found with other seismic channels.

Despite the absence of clear HF induced signals between 4 and
400 Hz, we could identify HF associated signals at very low fre-
quencies of some minutes duration. Fig. 11 shows the horizontal
components of a broad-band sensor, which was installed in tunnel
TASN close to borehole F1 (see Fig. 4b, grey dot in tunnel TASN)
during experiment HF2 and HF3. A linear trend has been removed
from the original data and the data were low pass filtered in the Z,
N, and E components. The excursion on the horizontal components
have durations in the range of a few hundred seconds, longer than
the eigenperiod of the sensors, and are interpreted as tilt induced
response of the seismometer. The HF2 experiment started with an
initial packer test at 7:20AM, followed by the frac and five refracs.
For injection pressure larger than 9 MPa the signals from the hori-
zontal components indicate a low frequency tilt which is increasing
in amplitude with each refrac cycle. The sequence of signals during
HF3 shows a similar pattern (Fig. 11b). Note that during the ex-
periment HF3 an MW 5.1 earthquake occurred along the Reykjanes
Ridge which is registered in the broad-band recording (Fig. 11b,
EQ).

Tilt induced signals from broad-band sensor could be detected
in several HF experiments. The tilt excursions can be explained if
an intact part of the rock is fractured to a significant length during
the initial fracturing cycles and for an injection pressure of about
9 MPa. Then the fracture is being gradually enlarged with subse-
quent refracturing cycles due to the increasing amount of pumped
water (Fig. 5). The observed increase in seismic amplitude with each
new refrac cycle possibly correlates with an increase in AE event
magnitudes (Fig. 9a) and an increase in volume of the mobilized
fracture with increasing fluid volume. After the last re-fracturing
stage and during the bleed-off phase, the flipped polarity of the tilt
excursion result (e.g. Fig. 11a) indicates the partial closure of the
open hydraulic fracture.

4.4 Electromagnetic monitoring results

In the following results from EME measurements are presented in
the frequency range between 35 and 50 kHz. With the AE in the
same frequency range, it seems to be the most appropriate to follow
fracture processes. EME, using Cerescope, are represented by the
number of emissions NE per time (parameter A). The measurements
of these parameters account for the geogenic discrimination level
representing the EM background (discrimination level: 27; gain: 7)
by calibrating the instrument in the electrically quiet tunnel TASU
(Fig. 4b).

Together with hydraulic data (flow rate and interval pressure) of
HF2, parameter A is shown in Fig. 12 for the sensor that is oriented
perpendicular the fracture plane. From the variation of parameter
A with flow rate, it is obvious that the geogenic background level
is mainly perturbed by the operation of the pump used for injec-
tion. Under pumping condition, this parameter increases from its
base level by about 3–4 NE ms−1 up to 7.5 NE ms−1. Fluid circu-
lation in the rock is unlikely to be the cause of this level change,
since variation of parameter A is not observed at high flow rates
during backflow at the end of each fracturing or refracturing stage.
Apart from the first preparatory operation at about 2 L s−1 and zero
pressure (between 7:15 and 7:18), after which NE falls back to its
original value, the background level at pressure shut-in is observed
to be about 0.5 NE ms−1 lower compared to the value before the
injection step. With decreasing pressure during the ongoing shut-in
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Figure 11. Recordings of broad-band sensor in tunnel TASN. The linear trend has been removed from the data (Z-, N- and E-components in counts) and a
low-pass filter was applied (10−5–10−1 Hz). (a) Packer test at 5 m depth, and HF2 experiment at 25 m borehole depth in borehole F1. While the initial fracturing
stage of HF2 has produced no obvious anomalous signal in the horizontal components, by contrast, a tilt is observed in both horizontal components (N, E)
during subsequent refracturing stages. (b) HF3 experiment at 22.5 m borehole depth. During the test HF3 on 4th June, the signals in the N- and E-component
of the seismometer detected a tilt in the initial fracture stage. The following refracturing stages show an increase in tilt amplitude. The onset of an earthquake
occurring at the Reykjanes Ridge is indicated by the green line.

phase of the first breakdown and the following RF1 to RF5, NE

increases with time. This increase continuous beyond the shut-in
phase during flow-back measurements and preparation time for the
follow-up RF step. It results in a total increase of about 1.5 NE ms−1

during the period, when the pump is off. This increase neither
correlates with the electric noise level of the pump, nor is it an
artefact caused be the different sensors. The latter can be demon-
strated by the fact that this behaviour has been observed in different
experiments, although the sensors have been exchanged during tests.

5 D I S C U S S I O N

In AG, the comparison of fracture breakdown pressure (Pc) from
single flow rate conventional, continuous water injection experi-
ments (HF) and multiple-flow rate injection tests (progressive, dy-
namic pulse injection) simulating FHF revealed a reduction of the
breakdown pressure by 30 per cent (comparison of experiment HF1
with HF3) and 15 per cent (comparison of experiment HF2 with
HF3), respectively. During the five bands of progressively increasing
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Figure 12. Number of electromagnetic emission NE in the frequency range of 35–50 kHz acquired subperpendicular with an azimuth 40◦ to the fracture plane
generated during the conventional hydraulic fracturing test HF2 compared to injection flow rate and pressure.

target pressure interrupted by four depressurization phases in be-
tween (experiment HF3), no seismicity was recorded with the in
situ AE trigger system. In fgDG, the pulse hydraulic test (HF5)
showed a pressure drop at the third cycle of the treatment inter-
preted as indication of rock failure with a corresponding pres-
sure approximately 15 per cent lower compared to the fracture
breakdown pressure of the conventional treatment HF4 in the
same formation. During the pulse injection test, again no seis-
micity could be detected with the in situ AE trigger system. In
the fine grained granite (fgG) close to the tunnel wall, seismic-
ity was observed during conventional, continuous water injec-
tion (experiment HF6). No fatigue treatment could be performed
in this more brittle material because no more testing interval
was remaining.

It has to be pointed out that the lowering of fracture breakdown
pressure and lowering of associated seismicity due to different in-
jection styles used are tentative results. They are based on a limited
amount of tests (six) in naturally fractured crystalline rock (three
rock types) for logistic and budgetary reasons. Future analysis of
data will focus on better understanding and comparison of activated
source mechanisms and seismic events for different fluid injection
schemes. Nevertheless, the findings from our underground experi-
ments are in line with laboratory testing results supported by much
more test specimens. In general, the results from our in situ tests will
help to shed light on the scaling problem of the hydraulic fracture
growth process in hard rock.

From laboratory tests on rock cores (diameter approximately
10 cm and length 20 cm), and tests on large concrete blocks (one
cubic metre in size), Jiráková et al. (2015) found a lower fracture
breakdown pressure by 18 per cent when cyclic injection was applied
instead of using continuous increase of water injection into the
specimens. The same tendency (lowering the fracture breakdown
pressure) was found in testing laboratory granite core samples with
5 cm diameter and 10 cm length by cyclic water fracturing (Zhuang
et al. 2016).

In addition, Zhuang et al. (2016) investigated the fracture pattern
from conventional and cyclic water injection by X-Ray CT mea-
surements. Similar to our findings from the in situ testing (HF1
and HF2 single fracture, HF3 double fracture) there seems to be a
more complex fracture pattern resulting from cyclic compared to
continuous water injection. The reason for this may be a different
energy release process operating at the fracture tip in fatigue testing
compared to conventional HF.

Our first field results from the in situ trigger system demonstrate
clearly that in situ HF in hard rock in four of six cases is accom-
panied by AE events, which outline the fracture planes and display
different behaviours, potentially correlated to differences in the HF
procedure. AE activity was not recorded for HF4 (conventional) and
HF5 (pulse injection) that were both generated in fine grained dior-
ite gabbro. This may be explained either by AE below the detection
threshold, by aseismic nucleation and growth of HF in different rock
material, or by using fracturing equipment of different companies.
It should be pointed out that variations in background noise level
during the different fracture methods are likely to occur and further
analysis to reduce the noise levels must be considered.

The distribution of AE in the different experiments leads to total
radii of the fractures generated during HF1, HF2 and HF3 of about
1 to 3.5 m (Table 4, fracture extension). Based on the observable
frequency content of the recorded events in this study and the find-
ings of Kwiatek et al. (2011) for AE events related to excavations
in a hard rock mine in South Africa, it is assumed that the recorded
AE´s correspond to the fractures with source dimensions of <1 dm
and moment magnitudes MW < −4.5.

The AE data catalogue built from the recordings in triggering
mode (Table A1 in Appendix A) is not complete and has varying
magnitudes of completeness. Manual review of data already showed
that additional seismic events are present, but could not be local-
ized using the in situ localization algorithm. These so far unlocated
AE events show poor signal-to-noise ratios and correspond presum-
ably to small seismic events. In addition, events can be missed in
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trigger mode recording, when the measuring system is busy process-
ing a preceding event or when several events occur within the 32 ms
recording window. On average, four AE events can be processed
per second. In order to derive a complete catalogue, data of all sen-
sors of the AE network were recorded in continuous mode during
the experiments. Offline processing of the data stream will allow
analysing the data without loss and applying advance trigger algo-
rithms. It is therefore expected that the resolution of AE monitoring
will increase in future analysis. The distribution of AE hypocentres
in space and time suggests that all fractures detected seem to grow
upwards. Note that AE clusters HF1, HF2, HF3, and HF6 elongate
in side view indicating upward migration along differently inclined
pre-existing discontinuities (Fig. 8b). This may indicate that fluid
injection caused opening and activation of previously undetected
fractures at least at some distance to the borehole wall. Only few
events below the level of borehole F1 are observed (Fig. 8). This
result is likely to be influenced by the network geometry since all
sensors are located above F1 due to requirements in sensor instal-
lation. Accordingly, the network sensitivity below borehole F1 is
significantly less than above F1. It is possible that AE events orig-
inated from significantly below F1 are missed. On the other hand,
stress gradients or effective buoyancy effects can also explain uni-
directional fracture growth (Dahm 2000; Dahm et al. 2010).

The correlation between AE events, injection pressure, and flow
rate are well documented in this document (Fig. 9). Similar corre-
lations were shown for HF stimulation of a geothermal reservoir
(Plenkers et al. 2012).

Despite of the usual uncertainties in the automatic picking al-
gorithm as well as in the velocity model, the uncertainty of the
automatic localization of most AE events is in the order of a few
decimetre only, owing to the three-dimensional outlay of the AE
monitoring network. We conclude that the general orientation and
extension of fractures observed from AE hypocentres are reliable.
Detailed features might be affected by location uncertainty and
require more elaborative processing techniques to improve the pre-
cision of locations (e.g. cross-correlation double-difference tech-
nique, work in progress). It was shown by Naoi et al. (2015) that by
applying the double-difference technique to AE events recorded in
situ it becomes possible to image even small details of the fracture
such as bending, kinks or branching. The quality of the waveforms
recorded with the in situ AE monitoring network is excellent. Many
AE events are recorded with good signal-to-noise ratios. It follows
that the application of advanced seismological analysis techniques
such as moment tensor analysis and source parameter assessment
are possible and will provide additional insights on the fracture pro-
cess. Combining triggered recording during the in situ AE monitor-
ing with simultaneously recording the AE waveforms continuously
was beneficial for the project, because it allowed to gain information
in (near) real time on AE event location and therefore on fracture
expansion while to the same time storing all waveform data without
any losses.

The location and orientation of fractures outlined by the AE
hypocentres correlate well with the location of the injection in
borehole F1 and result of the impression packer. Using impression
packers in combination with AE in situ monitoring it is possible to
monitor not only the fracture orientation at the fracture borehole,
but also in the rock volume away from the fracture borehole. This
allows monitoring deviations in fracture orientation, the temporal
evolution of fractures growth as well as the fracture extension.

Another interesting observation is the aseismic response of the
rock mass during the first injection leading to the breakdown and
fracture initiation at the borehole wall. The seismic response and

fracture propagation develop during the successive refracturing.
Guglielmi et al. (2015) are reporting that initial fluid injection into
a fault intersection of a borehole in limestone was aseismic and
became seismic when the radius of pressurization front and slip
zone reached approximately 8 m. The total volume injected in this
small fault reactivation experiment was 950 L over about half an
hour, at 282 m depth in cretaceous limestone in the underground
laboratory LSBB in southeastern France. In our experiment, the
total amount of only 23 L (HF3) to 29 L (HF1) was injected into a
crystalline rock mass at 410 m depth. From the analysis of back flow,
an amount of 13 L was recovered during HF1 and 3 L during HF3.
This can indicate a more complex fracture pattern evolving during
the fatigue treatment compared to conventional HF operation. The
detailed analysis of the permeability enhancement process, however,
will be presented in an accompanying paper.

Overall, further investigations are necessary to understand the
parameters influencing the AE activity and magnitudes. Potential
parameters are not only the initial rock condition and the influence
of pre-existing fractures, but also the parameters of the HF like pres-
sure and flow rate applied. Future in depth and integrated analysis
of the unique combination of different data sets will increase the
resolution and clarify the energy partition in the test performed in
hard crystalline rock with advanced fluid injection schemes.

The observed tilt signals in the horizontal components of the
broad-band sensor reflect a tilt around a horizontal axis (40 µrad),
see Fig. 11. However, a simple geometrical relation could not be
derived and we assume that the tilt axis is influenced by the free sur-
face of the gallery and possibly by pre-existing fractures in the rock
mass. Strain tilt coupling from a cavity effect is well known from
tiltmeters installed in underground observatories (Harrison 1976;
Emter & Zürn 1985; Gebauer et al. 2010; Forbriger 2012). Also,
Jeffrey et al. (2009) used tiltmeters in HF experiments. The tilt
induced signals from broad-band recordings related to HF experi-
ments in crystalline rock in the near field in this study, however, are
unique observations (Fig. 11), and to our knowledge have not been
reported before. The data may provide additional and independent
information on the fracture size, growth and fracture orientation in
the process of fracture modelling, apart from the analysis of AE
event hypocentres.

The observation of increasing number of EM emission in the
frequency range between 37 and 50 kHz with decreasing pressure
in the shut-in phase is an interesting outcome of EM monitoring.
It suggests a possible trend in EM signal in the time period that is
assumed to represent the closure of the fracture walls before the sub-
sequent RF tests, when determining the hydraulic tensile strength
of the rock formation. A correlation between electric current
and stress has been observed earlier in the laboratory experiment
(Freund et al. 2006), where the differential stress represented about
one third of the failure strength of the granite. Further analysis is
necessary to confirm the origin of the relation between EME and
hydraulic data.

Choosing the best monitoring equipment for in situ fracture ex-
periments a priori comes with many unknowns. We find that our
multisensor monitoring approach was successful. Different sensors
were able to monitor different aspects of the experiment. No sensor
was able to record all the different rock responses. Moreover it is
important to note that some signals are easily missed if restricting
the monitoring to one kind of sensors only. For example we find
that the Wilcoxon accelerometers were not able to record AE events
detected with the in situ AE sensors, despite of the fact that AE
events were present in the frequency range of the accelerometer.
This observation stresses once more that in situ AE sensors are
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beneficial over pendulum based seismometers in the kHz range,
because they are much more sensitive. On the other hand we also
find that broad-band sensors were able to observe a tilt signal at low
frequencies during fracture times without AE activity, thus giving
insights on fractures that could not be recovered using AE sen-
sors. Our results therefore demonstrate clearly that the monitoring
of in situ fracture experiments requires the monitoring of a broad
frequency range of approximately 10 mHz to 100 kHz.

In conclusion, amplitude and rate of deep fluid injection experi-
ments (HF, or fault reactivation), together with the size of volume
affected, dictate the characteristics of the monitoring system to be
used. According to Cornet (2016), rupture slip rates range from
1000 m s−1 (seismic slip motions) to 1 m h−1 (aseismic slip motion)
and probably lower. Similarly, slip displacements range from µm to
cm. Their proper monitoring requires complementary sensors and
techniques so as to cover the complete range of amplitudes and rates
of stress perturbations in the experiment.

6 C O N C LU S I O N S

Based on the analysis of six hydraulic fractures propagated in a
horizontal borehole with three different water injection schemes
(continuous, progressive and pulse injection), and mapped by an
extensive monitoring array (AE, MS and EM) in a Swedish hard
rock laboratory at 410 m depth, we draw the following conclusions.

(i) In the framework of the limited number of in situ tests per-
formed, a tendency of lower fracture breakdown pressure was found
when single-flow rate, conventional fluid injection was replaced by
multiple-flow rate, progressive or dynamic pulse injection. Also,
the total number of seismic events and their magnitude is found
to be influenced by the injection style. In AG, AE events started
at a later stage and the total number of events was smaller when
the continuous injection scheme was replaced by multiple flow rate
injections with progressively increasing target pressure and several
phases of depressurization.

(ii) For all fractures, our first results suggest that the maximum
magnitude of AE signals increases with time in the fracturing ex-
periment, that is, the maximum magnitude of each refracture cycle
increases with the number of cycles.

(iii) The in situ AE monitoring network successfully recorded
seismic events in the frequency range above 1 kHz for most, but
not all hydraulic fractures. AEs clearly outline not only the frac-
tures location, its orientation, and expansion, but also the fractures
temporal evolution. Clear differences between different hydraulic
fractures are visible which need further investigation. With these
new insights into the common HF operations and hydraulic stress
measurement together with in situ AE monitoring is seen valuable.

(iv) Small rock deformation (40 µrad) induced by HF in a hor-
izontal borehole was monitored with a broad-band seismometer
operating in a tunnel in the near field. This finding allows obtain-
ing additional information about the stability of the rock mass, and
the response of the rock mass to loading. This can be used as a
secondary source of information for tracking and modelling the
fracture growth process at different stages.

(v) The EM monitoring in an electrically fully equipped under-
ground research laboratory showed clear variations in the number
of EME in the injection and shut-in intervals and with respect to the
background level.

(vi) To understand the physics of hydraulic fracture nucleation,
propagation and arrest, in situ experiments at mine-scale can help
only if the monitoring system is adapted to the frequency range

expected, approximately from 10 mHz to 100 kHz. Apart from the
seismic energy radiated by the fracture, also aseismic slip and heat
dissipation are worth to be detected while the pumped in hydraulic
energy is documented by advanced fluid injection protocols.
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A P P E N D I X A : L I S T O F A E
H Y P O C E N T R E S

Table A1. List of AE hypocentres in ÄSPÖ96 coordinates.

Date Time X Y Z Fracture

2015-06-03 10:04:04 2400.578 7305.813 −407.562 HF1-RF1
2015-06-03 10:04:04 2400.748 7305.948 −408.025 HF1-RF1
2015-06-03 10:05:05 2399.484 7305.968 −408.466 HF1-RF1
2015-06-03 13:49:49 2398.972 7305.627 −408.463 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:49:49 2400.333 7305.038 −407.973 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:49:49 2400.853 7305.039 −407.986 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:49:49 2399.456 7304.882 −409.517 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:50:50 2399.607 7306.120 −408.404 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:50:50 2401.281 7303.940 −407.947 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:50:50 2401.317 7304.021 −407.654 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:50:50 2401.749 7303.433 −407.757 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:50:50 2402.322 7303.721 −407.360 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 13:51:51 2401.772 7303.594 −407.685 HF1-RF2
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2398.059 7304.397 −410.088 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2401.125 7303.797 −408.046 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2400.933 7304.482 −407.592 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2401.791 7303.665 −407.513 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2400.423 7305.099 −408.689 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2399.015 7306.941 −408.433 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2401.864 7303.731 −407.519 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2401.314 7304.013 −407.632 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:32:32 2399.195 7306.195 −408.610 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:33:33 2401.578 7303.064 −408.541 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:33:33 2401.872 7301.598 −408.432 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:35:35 2403.073 7302.844 −407.414 HF1-RF3
2015-06-03 14:53:53 2400.283 7306.077 −407.360 HF1-RF4
2015-06-03 14:54:54 2399.143 7305.329 −409.531 HF1-RF4
2015-06-03 14:54:54 2401.275 7304.299 −407.519 HF1-RF4
2015-06-03 14:55:55 2399.401 7302.802 −410.563 HF1-RF4
2015-06-03 15:21:21 2400.829 7305.069 −408.162 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:21:21 2399.009 7305.330 −409.084 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:21:21 2400.923 7306.915 −407.010 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:21:21 2401.484 7304.545 −407.651 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2401.515 7303.833 −407.618 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2401.571 7303.850 −407.752 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2399.889 7307.075 −407.713 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2400.106 7304.464 −408.716 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2400.156 7303.982 −409.809 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2399.052 7307.143 −408.428 HF1-RF5
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Table A1 (Continued)

Date Time X Y Z Fracture

2015-06-03 15:22:22 2402.296 7303.653 −407.224 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2401.908 7303.616 −407.022 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2400.458 7304.952 −407.627 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2399.001 7306.923 −407.874 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2398.790 7306.970 −408.694 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2399.239 7307.149 −408.261 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2401.838 7303.314 −407.562 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2401.006 7305.038 −408.180 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:22:22 2399.662 7306.987 −408.027 HF1-RF5
2015-06-03 15:23:23 2400.914 7302.725 −408.372 HF1-RF5
2015-06-04 07:17:17 2401.480 7308.627 −408.770 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:24:24 2400.660 7307.649 −409.277 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:24:24 2400.638 7307.551 −409.265 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:24:24 2400.738 7307.619 −409.482 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:25:25 2401.385 7306.816 −408.881 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:25:25 2401.071 7306.507 −409.304 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:25:25 2401.360 7306.868 −408.351 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:25:25 2401.463 7306.965 −408.739 HF2-F
2015-06-04 07:42:42 2401.018 7306.905 −409.716 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 07:42:42 2401.115 7307.052 −409.144 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 07:43:43 2400.102 7307.147 −409.548 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 07:43:43 2401.092 7306.866 −409.400 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 07:43:43 2399.979 7307.134 −409.013 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 07:46:46 2399.605 7305.837 −409.377 HF2-RF1
2015-06-04 08:13:13 2401.211 7307.188 −408.973 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:13:13 2400.454 7306.541 −410.447 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:13:13 2400.905 7307.789 −408.486 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2400.987 7308.396 −407.336 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2399.806 7307.195 −409.419 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2401.472 7307.211 −408.391 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2413.157 7277.910 −394.584 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2399.923 7307.087 −409.477 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2402.217 7307.830 −406.753 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2402.568 7307.693 −406.454 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2401.951 7306.755 −409.494 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2402.925 7307.131 −406.851 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:14:14 2399.963 7306.043 −409.832 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:15:15 2402.044 7305.482 −409.955 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:15:15 2405.345 7304.963 −404.960 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:15:15 2399.877 7306.042 −409.940 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:16:16 2399.945 7305.930 −409.834 HF2-RF3
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2401.868 7306.913 −407.791 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2400.392 7307.161 −407.357 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2400.793 7307.060 −409.045 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2402.182 7306.854 −407.936 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2402.064 7307.272 −407.388 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:33:33 2401.380 7307.091 −408.613 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2402.307 7306.880 −407.801 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2399.893 7307.241 −409.663 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2393.888 7300.638 −414.745 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2401.563 7306.509 −408.386 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2402.918 7307.494 −406.371 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2399.869 7306.059 −409.937 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2399.947 7305.943 −409.832 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:34:34 2399.505 7305.613 −409.715 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2399.090 7306.157 −409.110 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2399.602 7305.687 −409.984 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2399.620 7305.687 −409.803 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2404.462 7304.898 −406.171 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2399.862 7304.993 −410.057 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:35:35 2399.176 7305.577 −409.432 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:36:36 2399.287 7305.638 −409.855 HF2-RF4
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.840 7307.520 −406.198 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.369 7306.716 −407.621 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.589 7307.083 −402.983 HF2-RF5
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Table A1 (Continued)

Date Time X Y Z Fracture

2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.390 7307.663 −406.650 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2403.222 7306.983 −405.937 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.471 7306.806 −407.216 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2401.252 7306.978 −409.450 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2403.233 7306.809 −406.293 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:49:49 2402.529 7307.839 −406.893 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.614 7306.796 −405.439 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.324 7306.884 −406.225 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.119 7307.109 −406.511 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.609 7307.825 −406.050 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.094 7306.258 −407.564 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.000 7306.913 −406.815 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.056 7306.927 −406.356 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.676 7306.642 −407.667 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.608 7306.618 −407.653 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.937 7307.543 −405.870 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.295 7307.851 −405.420 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.442 7306.952 −405.897 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.917 7307.697 −405.676 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.699 7307.183 −404.988 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2401.670 7306.994 −408.513 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.621 7306.676 −406.073 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.092 7308.837 −406.574 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.156 7308.126 −404.621 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.303 7308.191 −404.812 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.213 7306.315 −407.331 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.197 7308.118 −404.525 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.696 7307.788 −405.114 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.176 7308.859 −405.264 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2402.405 7307.592 −405.597 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:50:50 2403.637 7307.443 −404.631 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2403.068 7306.254 −407.227 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2401.552 7305.527 −409.890 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2402.956 7306.961 −406.733 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.954 7306.072 −409.850 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.789 7305.894 −409.768 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2402.072 7305.266 −408.963 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.882 7306.006 −409.868 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.452 7305.729 −409.796 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.421 7305.630 −409.830 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.541 7305.650 −409.833 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:51:51 2399.900 7306.061 −409.877 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:52:52 2399.458 7305.517 −409.938 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:52:52 2399.443 7305.297 −410.013 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:52:52 2399.250 7305.412 −410.278 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:52:52 2399.262 7305.473 −409.895 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 08:53:53 2399.231 7305.454 −409.891 HF2-RF5
2015-06-04 12:53:53 2402.144 7311.195 −408.057 HF3-RF3
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2403.835 7311.259 −407.510 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2404.750 7309.547 −407.535 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2403.840 7311.605 −407.996 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2404.554 7310.896 −407.388 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2403.078 7311.914 −407.790 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2402.510 7311.899 −408.891 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:05:05 2403.802 7311.320 −407.684 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2404.499 7311.492 −407.907 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2404.324 7310.562 −407.892 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2404.999 7311.463 −407.017 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2402.645 7310.087 −407.411 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2402.309 7310.216 −408.207 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2405.021 7311.685 −407.155 HF3-RF4
2015-06-04 13:06:06 2403.740 7311.236 −407.815 HF3-RF4
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Hydraulic fracture monitoring in hard rock 813

Table A1 (Continued)

Date Time X Y Z Fracture

2015-06-04 13:06:06 2404.657 7310.885 −407.295 HF3-RF4
2015-06-09 12:52:52 2406.945 7313.687 −407.033 HF4-F
2015-06-11 14:01:01 2412.105 7320.575 −406.173 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:01:01 2411.201 7321.974 −405.464 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:01:01 2411.479 7321.578 −405.869 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:01:01 2411.369 7321.702 −405.668 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:01:01 2410.543 7322.763 −404.610 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2411.438 7321.739 −406.036 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2410.235 7321.761 −407.381 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2411.193 7321.400 −407.180 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2412.698 7319.786 −405.348 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2412.835 7319.838 −405.804 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2410.591 7320.997 −407.855 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2411.874 7320.320 −406.357 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2410.025 7323.707 −404.845 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2412.829 7319.897 −405.440 HF6-F
2015-06-11 14:02:02 2410.367 7322.983 −404.797 HF6-F
2015-06-12 07:39:39 2410.603 7322.877 −407.219 HF6-RF1
2015-06-12 07:40:40 2410.146 7322.588 −407.898 HF6-RF1
2015-06-12 07:40:40 2410.481 7322.950 −407.159 HF6-RF1
2015-06-12 07:40:40 2409.815 7323.009 −404.756 HF6-RF1
2015-06-12 07:40:40 2412.405 7320.318 −405.075 HF6-RF1
2015-06-12 08:07:07 2410.237 7323.361 −407.200 HF6-RF2
2015-06-12 08:08:08 2409.825 7323.102 −404.796 HF6-RF2
2015-06-12 08:08:08 2410.828 7320.877 −406.443 HF6-RF2
2015-06-12 08:08:08 2408.882 7322.555 −411.790 HF6-RF2
2015-06-12 08:08:08 2410.738 7320.907 −404.913 HF6-RF2
2015-06-12 08:25:25 2409.240 7323.065 −406.588 HF6-RF3
2015-06-12 08:25:25 2409.711 7322.970 −407.576 HF6-RF3
2015-06-12 08:25:25 2409.923 7322.762 −405.982 HF6-RF3
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